RNA 3'-tail synthesis in Streptomyces: in vitro and in vivo activities of RNase PH, the SCO3896 gene product and polynucleotide phosphorylase.
As in other bacteria, 3'-tails are added post-transcriptionally to Streptomyces coelicolor RNA. These tails are heteropolymeric, and although there are several candidates, the enzyme responsible for their synthesis has not been definitively identified. This paper reports on three candidates for this role. First, it is confirmed that the product of S. coelicolor gene SCO3896, although it bears significant sequence similarity to Escherichia coli poly(A) polymerase I, is a tRNA nucleotidyltransferase, not a poly(A) polymerase. It is further shown that SCO2904 encodes an RNase PH homologue that possesses the polymerization and phosphorolysis activities expected for enzymes of that family. S. coelicolor RNase PH can add poly(A) tails to a model RNA transcript in vitro. However, disruption of the RNase PH gene has no effect on RNA 3'-tail length or composition in S. coelicolor; thus, RNase PH does not function as the RNA 3'-polyribonucleotide polymerase [poly(A) polymerase] in that organism. These results strongly suggest that the enzyme responsible for RNA 3'-tail synthesis in S. coelicolor and other streptomycetes is polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase). Moreover, this study shows that both PNPase and the product of SCO3896 are essential. It is possible that the dual functions of PNPase in the synthesis and degradation of RNA 3'-tails make it indispensable in Streptomyces.